How to Visit Virginia’s Historic Gardens

The gardens are listed here alphabetically. Numbers are keyed to the Virginia map. All of the gardens listed in this directory are operated and maintained locally. All are open to the public, but some have seasonal closings, and hours vary for each site. It is a good idea to contact the gardens directly to inquire about hours before visiting.

belle grove
kent-valentine house
poe museum
mary washington house
grace arents

Gardens of Virginia

The restored historic gardens
of Virginia

Mary Washington House

Garden Club of Virginia

1 East Broad Street, Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 643-4137  gcvirginia.org
The Gardens of Virginia

The history of Thomas Jefferson, America’s third President, is inextricably linked to the gardens he loved so much. The place that holds a special significance is Monticello, the home Jefferson called “a dream of beauty.”

The recently established Historic Garden Week in Virginia is a unique springtime celebration that invites garden and history lovers to visit Virginia’s most charming historic gardens. The week includes hands-on workshops and public lectures from the Atlantic to the Appalachians.

The Virginia Scotland Yard Commerce Innovation Center (VICIC) is a new global business incubator dedicated to supporting the growth of the technology and innovation ecosystem in Richmond, Virginia.